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In the outworking of both the trials and triumphs of Joseph, we see
the unfolding of God’s providence—a beautifully woven tapestry of
His wisdom and goodness in the fulfillment of His divine plan. Here
we glean five truths which strengthen our faith.
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God’s ________________ and compassionate ______________
are always real, even when evil is inflicted upon us by others.

II. God’s merciful _________________ includes larger,
_______________purposes for suffering, which are beyond
the scope of our view and understanding.
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III. God’s ________________ is sure since the Judge of Heaven is
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IV. God’s _______________________ does not negate human
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V. God’s ___________________________ and grace toward
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sinners are gloriously __________________ in our suffering
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when we choose to trust Him enough to love our enemies
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and forgive them.

and forgive them.

